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Abstract
Vehicular ad hoc networks (VANETs) are highly mobile wireless networks that are designed to
support vehicle safety. A Our new protocol combines features of on demand routing with positionbased geographic routing in a manner that efficiently uses all the position data available. The
protocol is provided to gracefully exit to on demand routing as the position information attaining low level.
In the paper, we have presented, a hybrid routing scheme that gracefully integrates the characteristics
of on-demand and proactive routing, it shows more scalability for movement and collision load. We
have demonstrated that new hybrid protocol provides well on demand routing protocols (such as
AODV), Geo-routings (such as GPSR) and adaptive hybrid routing protocols (such as AODV) in high
mobility and collision load. The improvement is more significant with higher mobility and collision
load. We show through analysis that our protocol is scalable and has an optimal overhead, even in the
presence of position errors. Our protocol provides an enhanced yet pragmatic location-enabled solution
that can be deployed in all VANET-type environments. QOS-AR is simple to deploy and yet effectively
obtains optimal scalability performance, making it an ideal candidate for the routing protocol in
emerging VANETs. By selecting the forwarding So that we can reduces delay, increase energy and
throughput
Index Terms-Geographic Information Systems, intelligent vehicles, routing protocols, wireless networks
I.INTRODUCTION
However, efficient routing in VANETs remains challenging for many reasons, e.g., the varying vehicle
density over time, the size of VANETs (hundreds or thousands of vehicles), and unwired channel fading due to
high motion and natural obstructions in urban environments (e.g., buildings, trees, and other vehicles).
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Recently, many works have provided in-depth studies of the VANET environment, including realistic mobility and
propagation models [1]–[6]. These works highlight some of the key issues that state-of-the-art routing protocols
face as applied to VANETs. The routing protocols in VANETs can be classified into the following two major
categories [7]–[10]: 1) topology-based routing and 2) geographic (position-based) routing. Topology-based routing
protocols use the link’s state information that exists in the network to perform packet forwarding. Many
researchers have investigated the performance of various topology-based routing protocols within the vehicular
environment, and their results have shown that the ad hoc on-demand distance vector (AODV) protocol[11] has the
best performance and lowest routing overhead among all topology based routing protocols [12]–[14].
The common characteristic among all topology-based routing protocols is that the performance degrades as
the network size increases, indicating the scalability problem [12]. It is widely believed that geographic (or locationbased) routing holds the key to the scalability problem. The main reason is that, because geographic routing
protocols do not exchange any link-state information and do not establish and maintain any routing tables, they
should operate under a much decreased routing overhead. As such, geo routing holds great promise for highly
dynamic environments such as VANETs. In the field of VANETs, the forwarding decision by a vehicle using
geographic routing is primarily based on the position of the destination vehicle and the position of all vehicles’ onehop neighbors.
The position of the destination is stored in the header of the packet that was transmitted by the source
vehicle. The position of all vehicles’ one-hop neighbors is obtained by listening to the beacon packets that are
periodically sent between vehicles. Geographic routing assumes that each vehicle knows its location, e.g., through an
onboard Global Positioning System (GPS). Geographic routing also assumes that the sending vehicle knows the
receiving vehicle’s location. This condition requires an efficient location service management system that can keep
track of the locations of the vehicles within the network [15]. It should be stated, however, that geographic routing
has several issues, which has inhibited its wide adoption-most important of which is that of location error.
Position errors can severely degrade performance in position-based forwarding schemes [16]–[18], making
accurate location information a necessity for most geographic routing protocols. In addition, geographic routing fails
in the presence of void regions, where a closer neighbor vehicle toward the destination cannot be found. This case
requires a backup procedure (e.g., perimeter or face routing) to overcome the void region. Unfortunately, with
current backup procedures, packets often tend to travel on longer paths to their destinations or get caught in a loop
and be dropped .In VANETs, no single routing protocol will excel in all scenarios, and as such, a hybrid approach is
likely to be more fruitful.
Therefore, here, we will adopt a hybrid design approach, where we combine features of reactive routing
(AODV) with geographic routing. One key design issue of our protocol is to efficiently make use of all the location
information. Available, to minimize the routing overhead, and to gracefully exit to reactive routing as the location
information degrades. One novel consequence of our protocol design is that our new protocol possesses effective
routing strategies that are a spatial function of the location information quality. The main point of the protocol is not
to compete or replace current AODV type protocols but, rather, to enhance and complement existing AODV
protocols as location information is made available to the nodes. It is clear that hybrid forms of routing procedures
along the lines presented here will become widely deployed as ITS evolves.
We have discussed our new protocol in the context of slow moving pedestrian mobility models, and some
preliminary results of this paper are presented in a short conference paper. In this paper, we significantly extend
upon our other works by fully developing the analytical model and fully extending it to the case of large location
errors introduced by wireless network positioning in the realistic scenario, where path-loss exponents are unknown.
We also present here our new protocol compared to a mathematical representation of scaling. In addition, the new
simulations shown here present other network scaling effects and results on other performance metrics and quantify
the impact of propagation models and of mobility models. In addition, new in this paper is the comparison of our
protocol to a generic geographic routing protocol that encapsulates features of many existing routing protocols. This
paper is organized as follows. We introduce our new QOS based ad hoc routing (QOS-AR) protocol, which was
particularly designed with optimal scalability performance in mind. Through detailed analysis and detailed Monte
Carlo simulations, we show the scalability of the QOS-AR protocol under different VANET network parameters.
We quantify the impact of location error on the scalability and performance of QOS-AR. Finally, we show that
QOS-ARR has an optimal overhead, even in the presence of high location error, and show how other performance
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metrics (beyond scaling) are affected by our protocol. More specifically, in Section II, we present our new hybrid
protocol. Section III offers the analysis of our hybrid protocol and a standard reactive protocol. The results of
simulations and the predictions from analysis are discussed in Section IV.
Note that we will not claim to have developed in this paper the most efficient routing protocol under all
location error conditions. In principle, any non-scaling protocol P (beyond the approach that we use as follows, i.e.,
AODV- PBR) can be encapsulated as the hybrid part of QOS-AR, forming a new version of QOS-AR, e.g., QOSAR’. However, the design of QOS-AR’ would have to follow the same design principles that we outline as follows,
e.g., a graceful exit to P as the location quality degrades. If a stand-alone P has better performance than standalone
AODV- PBR, then in the limit of very large location error, the performance of QOS-AR’ would be better than TAR.
However, as the location quality increases, the performance of QOS-AR and QOS-AR’ would merge. In this
context, ongoing improvements in non-scaling routing protocols for VANETs will be of continuing importance.

II.QOS BASED AD-HOC ROUTING
Our new hybrid position-based protocol, QOS-AR, combines a modified AODV protocol with a greedyforwarding geographic routing protocol. In QOS-AR, we use AODV augmented with the predictable broadcast
reckon(PBR) metric to find the best quality route (instead of the minimum hop count). We refer to this modified
form of AODV as AODV- PBR. Usually, in AODV- PBR, intermediate vehicles report the broken routes to their
source vehicles. However, in this paper, we add to AODV- PBR the additional functionality where intermediate
vehicles are allowed to locally repair broken routes (a local repair will, in general, also cost less power consumption
relative to reestablishing a new source-to-destination route).
Note that, to allow vehicles to calculate the quality (PBR) of their shared links, vehicles need to locally
broadcast (received only by neighbor vehicles) small beacon packets periodically. These periodic beacon packets
include the vehicle’s ID and the current location coordinates. These beacon packets also allow vehicles to build their
neighbor tables,1 which includes both the neighbor vehicle ID and its current position coordinates. We summarize
how our QOS-AR protocol operates.
QOS-AR initiates the route discovery in an on-demand fashion. If the source vehicle has no route to the
destination vehicle, the source includes the location coordinates of both itself and the destination vehicle in a route
request (RREQ) packet and then looks up its own neighbor table to find if it has any closer neighbor vehicle toward
the destination vehicle. If a closer neighbor vehicle is available, the RREQ packet is forwarded to that vehicle. If no
closer neighbor vehicle is available (i.e., void region or neighbor vehicles have no location information), the RREQ
packet is flooded to all neighbor vehicles. In either case, the procedure is repeated until the RREQ packet reaches
the destination vehicle. In QOS-AR, the RREQ packets include a time-to-live (TTL) field, which will be set by the
source vehicle according to the estimated hop count between the source vehicle and the destination vehicle. The
TTL field is decremented each time a current vehicle cannot (or does not) use location information in the forwarding
decision, and the RREQ packet will be dropped once its TTL field becomes zero. This allows the protocol to avoid
unnecessary flooding of the whole network.
A destination vehicle replies to a received RREQ packet with a route reply (RREP) packet in only the
following three cases: 1) if the RREQ packet is the first to be received from this source vehicle; 2) if the RREQ
packet contains a higher source sequence number than the RREQ packet previously responded to by the destination
vehicle and 3) if the RREQ packet contains the same source sequence number as the RREQ packet previously
responded to by the destination vehicle, but the new packet indicates that a better quality route is available. Another
feature of QOS-AR is that intermediate vehicles that participate in exchanging data traffic are allowed to locally
repair broken routes through a route repair (RRP) packet instead of just reporting a broken route to its source vehicle
(a broken link will be detected if no beacon packets has been received from a neighbor within three times the beacon
period). Once an intermediate vehicle recognizes a broken link to a certain destination vehicle, it buffers the
received data packets for that destination vehicle. Then, the intermediate vehicle looks up its own neighbor table to
find if it has any neighbor vehicle closer to the intended destination vehicle. If a closer neighbor vehicle is available,
data packets are forwarded to that vehicle after the intermediate vehicle has updated its own neighbor table. If a
closer neighbor vehicle is not available, the intermediate vehicle floods an RRP packet that has a TTL field set to the
number of hops remaining to the destination vehicle. At this point, each neighbor vehicle looks up its own neighbor
table to find if it has any closer neighbor vehicle toward the destination vehicle.
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One of the following instances then takes place: 1) If a closer neighbor vehicle is available, the neighbor vehicle
replies with a route repair reply (RRRP) packet to the intermediate node, data packets are forwarded to the next
vehicle, and the intermediate vehicle updates its own neighbor table, or 2) if a closer neighbor vehicle is not
available, the neighbor vehicle floods the RRRP packet to all its neighbor vehicles after decrementing the RRP
packet TTL field and ensures that 1) or 2) are repeated until the destination is reached. Note that, if the intermediate
vehicle receives more than one RRP packet, it uses the route that was indicated by the first received RRRP packet
(or if the AODV -PBR phase of TAR is used, until a better quality route is indicated by other received RRRP
packets). If an intermediate vehicle fails to locally repair a broken link, it sends a route error (RERR) packet to the
source vehicle.
There are some options for QOS
i. The total number of routing packets receives at per node.
ii. The total number of routing bytes receives, at per node.
iii. The number of routing packets, count with sequence number, this means end-to-end, not
calculated by per node basis.

III.ANALYSIS
We first technically define what we mean by scalability, and we analyze the scalability of both QOS-AR
and stand-alone AODV- PBR (henceforth, unless stated otherwise, by AODV-PBR we will mean stand-alone
AODV- PBR) protocols in the VANET environment.4 We adopt the definition in [23] for scalability, which states
the following: Scalability is the ability of the routing protocol to maintain its routing overhead rate less than the
network’s minimum collision load (MCL), as some parameter that describes the network increases. MCL is the
minimum amount of bandwidth required to forward packets over the shortest distance (in number of hops) routes
available, assuming that all the vehicles have instantaneous a priori full topology information.
This MCL will be dependent on parameters α1, α2, which could represent the data generation rate,
mobility, network size, network density, or any other network parameter. We can define the network scalability
factor in terms of the MCL.
Of course, it is well known that, as the size of a network increases, the throughput (for some finite delay
bound) approaches zero, and therefore, no protocol can be scalable in any absolute sense. a protocol is scalable if the
overhead of a protocol does not increase faster than the network’s MCL. In what follows, it is important that we
focus on how the various overhead rates evolve with the underlying network parameter and contrast such evolution
to how the MCL evolves with respect to the same underlying network parameter. The routing overhead rate ON that
was induced by a routing protocol can be divided into the following three subclasses:
1) The initiation overhead rate Oi, which is required to initiate the routes;
2) The maintenance overhead rate Om, which is required to maintain these routes; and
3) The beacon overhead rate Ob, which is required to estimate the quality of links and to build up the
neighbor tables. Efficient routing protocols should be designed to reduce ON as much as possible. In this section,
we will focus on the analysis of ON of both the AODV- PBR and QOS-AR routing protocols.
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Fig1: Broadcasting of nodes
3.1. Om Analysis
To calculate Om for AODV PBR, we need to find the total number of route maintenance overhead packet
transmissions Nm. We assume that vehicle mobility is the only reason for link failure. To calculate Nm, we need to
estimate the average link failure rate α (number of times that a link fails per unit time) of a single link between any
two active vehicles due to their mobility. We are interested in calculating the average link failure rate α of the
wireless links between vehicles that are located along the active routes in the network. Here, we use the term active
routes to mean routes that are used to route the data traffic between the source and the destination pairs. Broken
links will trigger the routing protocol to attempt repairs or to find another route that connects the required pairs. As
such, Om of the routing protocol is directly proportional to the link failure rate.
Here, we assume that a link exists between any two vehicles only if the distance between these two vehicles is less
than the transmission range R. Each single link failure forces the source vehicle to flood a new RREQ packet and the
destination vehicle to reply with a RREP Packet.
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Fig 2: Transmission of message
Ob is the beacon overhead that allows vehicles to build up their neighbor tables and to estimate the quality of their
links. Ob will be the same for both the AODV-PBR and QOS-AR Protocols.

Fig 3: Destination node
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IV.METRICS AND OTHER PROTOCOLS
4.1. Optimality of QOS-AR in the Presence of Location Error
For the network to provide location services, vehicles have to continuously update location servers with
their current location information. In this context, we could use QOS-AR to route the location registration packets
toward the location servers in the network and study the optimality of this process. More specifically, we could
confirm the optimality of the QOS-AR by comparing the location registration overhead RL of the network from both
analysis and simulation will force the vehicle’s location registration packets to travel through longer routes toward
the location servers. This increase in the length of routes can be modeled in QOS-AR by (30). For example, in the
constant-area case, this leads to the minimum routing overhead in the presence of inaccurate location information.
It is shown that QOS-AR remains effectively optimal (within 5% of the theoretically minimal overhead), even for
location errors on the order of the transmission range. Note that these conclusions are based on an assumption of the
most general motion model. Additional gains may be forthcoming if specific motion models were valid, combined
with the use of forwarding decisions that are a function of the relative speed of the sender and next-hop vehicle.

4.2 QOS-AR and Other Performance Metrics
The main focus of this paper has been the scalability performance of QOS-AR relative to AODV- PBR.
However, of course, other performance metrics are important in real-world deployments. we show the performance
of QOS-AR relative to AODV- PBR using the performance metrics of the packet delivery ratio and the end-to-end
delay for the highway scenario (constant area) with 20 random source–destination pairs and zero location error. The
increase in the packet delivery ratio of QOS-AR as a function of density is due to the fact that the increasing density
allows QOS-AR to easily establish and repair the required routes. On the other hand, for AODV- PBR, the
increasing density will mean a growing routing overhead.
The reason for the poor behavior of the AODV- PBR protocol (although the PBR quality metric is used) is
that the high routing overhead rate that was required to maintain the routes that were created by the AODV-PBR
protocol forces. All the available links in the network to suffer significant degradation (packet losses). Although
AODV-PBR chooses the best available links, such losses adversely impact the packet delivery. In the presence of
location errors, QOS-AR will more frequently use its AODV-PBR component; therefore, we expect that the
performance improvements of QOS-AR will diminish as the location error becomes larger. Note that the effect of
both mobility models and propagation models directly maps to the link failure rate, which is an issue that affects the
performance of AODV-PBR more relative to that of QOS-AR.
For the end-to-end delay metric, a similar discussion applies. As anticipated, TAR, in general, delivers
superior service characteristics to the data flow. Although not discussed here, it is straightforward to modify QOSAR to account for other effects that could cause service degradation, such as interference issues, and effects that are
caused by longer distances between hops in QOS-AR (relative to AODV-PBR).

4.3 Other Routing Protocols
There is a plethora of other routing protocols that, in some manner, use location information and have
either been used or designed particularly for VANETs, for example. In general, these routing protocols differ in the
way they choose the next forwarding vehicle according to the problem or condition that they are designed to
address. For example, in connectivity-aware routing (CAR), data packets are forwarded in a greedy manner toward
the destination through a set of anchor points, which are vehicles near a crossing or a road curve that have been
recorded in the previous path discovery packet. The common drawback among all the aforementioned VANET
geographic routing protocols is that their design does not naturally allow for the inclusion of location errors in the
analysis. For this reason, we will simulate a modified geographic routing protocol, which we will refer to as the
Nearer mean protocol (NMP), where the next hop will be chosen as the neighbor that is closest to the mean location
of all the neighbors in the forward progress area instead of the closest neighbor toward the destination. The reason
behind choosing the closest neighbor to the mean position is to stabilize the route under location error. The NMP
allows us to investigate a more generic form of forwarding decision, which, to some extent, mimics some of the key
features of the aforementioned other VANET routing protocols.
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Fig.4.Graph for packet
More importantly, the effects of location errors can easily be implemented within the NMP, thereby
allowing us to directly compare the performance of QOS-AR (in the presence of location error) with a more generic
routing protocol. The reason behind the higher overhead rate of the NMP compared to the QOS-AR protocol is due
to the fact that the routes established by the NMP will be longer (more hops) than the QOS-AR protocol as a result
of the different next-hop selection criteria. In closing this section, we note the possibility of data aggregation and
how this may assist all protocols in terms of scalability, albeit at additional complexity.

Fig 4: Graph for energy consumption
V.CONCLUSION
In this paper, we have presented QOS-AR, which combines features of reactive routing with position-based
geographic routing. We have shown, through both analysis and simulations, that a significant reduction in the
routing overhead can be achieved in QOS-AR compared to standard reactive and geographic routing protocols. We
have demonstrated how such a performance improvement leads to a scalable routing solution in the context of
VANET environments. QOS-AR is simple to deploy and yet effectively obtains optimal scalability performance,
making it an ideal candidate for the routing protocol in emerging VANETs. By selecting the forwarding So that we
can reduces delay, increase energy and throughput.
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